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Abstract

Testing a processor in native mode by executing instruc-
tions from cache has been shown to be very effective in dis-
covering defective chips. In previous work, we showed an
efficient technique for generating instruction sequences tar-
geting specific faults. We generated tests using traditional
techniques at the module level and then mapped them to
instruction sequences using novel methods. However, in
that technique, the propagation of module test responses
to primary outputs was not automated. In this paper, we
present the algorithm and experimental results for a tech-
nique which automates the functional propagation of mod-
ule level test responses. This technique models the propaga-
tion requirement as a Boolean difference problem and uses
a bounded model checking engine to perform the instruc-
tion mapping. We use a register transfer level (RT-Level)
abstraction which makes it possible to express Boolean dif-
ference as a succinct linear time logic (LTL) formula that
can be passed to a bounded model checking engine. This
technique fully automates the process of mapping module
level test sequences to instruction sequences.

1 Introduction

Testing for defects after manufacture has become a major
challenge due to the increasing complexities of the state-
of-the art VLSI chips. Traditional ATPG techniques are
typically inefficient for large, complex designs. The in-
efficiencies of the ATPG techniques are generally circum-
vented by either employing Design For Testability (DFT)
[1] techniques based on scan or by using Built-In Self-Test
(BIST) [2]. However, these techniques put the chips under
test into non-functional modes. Since the chip designs are
highly optimized for power and performance during regular
(functional) operation, operating the chips in non-functional

modes may create problems. Moreover as the processor ge-
ometries decrease, delay defects are becoming more promi-
nent as they affect the functionality and performance of the
processor. At-speed tests are necessary to detect these de-
fects. For example, the Murphy experiments [3] show that
at-speed tests identify more defective chips.

An example of at-speed processor testing in an indus-
trial setting is FRITS [4]. FRITS showed the benefits of
instructions executing from the cache for native mode self
test. These tests were composed of random instructions and
helped to detect the defects that escaped the normal test
flow.

Hard-to-detect faults escape detection from random in-
struction sequences based tests such as FRITS. It is de-
sirable to improve the fault coverage of the random tests
by generating instruction sequences that target the hard-to-
detect faults. This process of generating targeted instruction
sequences is most effective when performed at the regis-
ter transfer level (RT-Level) due to the high complexities of
gate level implementations of processors. There has been
considerable research in RT-Level test generation. Fallah et
al. [5] proposed a method which generated tests for observ-
ability enhanced code coverage of HDL descriptions. They
use a hybrid method which employs both linear program-
ming and Boolean satisfiability solvers. Xin et al. [6] gen-
erate tests for behavioral VHDL descriptions. Their method
works for a highly restrictive form of VHDL code. Neither
of these techniques generates tests for gate level fault mod-
els. Traditionally the faults have been modeled at the gate
level, therefore it is important for any proposed method to
have the ability to target those faults. Murray et al. [7] pro-
vide a way for targeting gate level faults while performing
test generation at the RT-Level. They have pre-computed
test sets internal to the design that are mapped to primary in-
puts/outputs. However, their technique is limited to simple,
acyclic designs. In our technique, we generate tests at mod-
ule boundaries using gate level techniques and subsequently
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map these vectors to primary inputs/outputs at RT-Level.
The functionality of a processor is defined by its instruc-

tion set architecture (ISA). Therefore, in a processor, the
module level test vectors must be mapped to instruction se-
quences. The instruction sequences can then be loaded into
the cache and executed to perform native-mode testing [8].
Since we will be testing using only the instructions, we cir-
cumvent any power or speed issues that are associated with
testing.

Testing a processor by using its ISA has attracted consid-
erable interest in the recent years. Chen at al. [9] deal with
mapping of module level sequences to instructions. They
extract module signals and map them to instruction tem-
plates using pre-defined mapping functions. However, their
technique depends on the quality of the instruction tem-
plates and the mapping functions, which requires in-depth
knowledge of the processor design. Moreover, their process
targets only the combinational blocks of the design. Krani-
tis et al. [10] presented a method which requires knowledge
of the functionality of each block within the RT-Level im-
plementation to generate deterministic programs for self-
testing of arithmetic modules. Corno et al. [11] use evolu-
tionary techniques to direct the search process. None of
these techniques guarantee tests targeting specific faults,
which is required to cover hard-to-detect faults. Hence,
there is a need for a new technique to produce instruction
sequences targeting specific faults.

In [12], we presented a technique for generating an in-
struction sequence that produced a given test sequence at
a module’s inputs. Although the controllability was fully
automated in this technique, the propagation of module
outputs to processor outputs (observability) was entirely
manual. In this paper, we present an automatic technique
to propagate module outputs to processor outputs thereby
eliminating the need for manual intervention in the test gen-
eration process.

We use Boolean difference for propagation in our tech-
nique. Boolean difference has been used for test genera-
tion [13]. The Boolean difference of a function with respect
to a signal is true if the function depends on the signal. The
constraints required for propagation of a module output can
be seen as the constraints required to make some primary
output dependent on the given module output. Therefore,
we express the propagation requirement as a Boolean dif-
ference problem. We model the Boolean difference problem
as a linear temporal logic (LTL) [14] formula and pass it to
a bounded model checker [15]. Bounded model checkers
unroll the model up to a given bound and verify the given
property (LTL formula) within that bound. They produce a
counterexample (error trace) if the property can be falsified
within the given bound. The bound is similar in concept to
timeframes in ATPG. For our purposes, we will use Boolean
difference to model the following property:

There is no dependence between the module output and any
of the primary outputs.
We will then pass this property to a bounded model checker.
If this property fails within the given bound then a coun-
terexample is generated, showing that there is a dependence.
The constraints needed for propagation are given by the
counterexample itself. If the bounded model checker does
not produce any counterexample, we can assert that propa-
gation is not possible within the given bound.

However, Boolean difference cannot be expressed suc-
cinctly in LTL. Due to the large number of variables in
any reasonably sized circuit design, the property (machine)
blows up. Hence, we need an alternate strategy is required
to express Boolean difference succinctly in LTL. We cir-
cumvent the property blowup problem by a introducing an
abstraction at the RT-Level. We call this abstraction as ob-
servation abstraction. Observation abstractions hide unnec-
essary details of the design, and retain only the portion of
the design relevant to the target LTL property. This enables
us to check observability properties modeled as LTL formu-
las.

We apply our technique to the OR1200, an open source
RISC processor available from [16]. We generate test se-
quences at the module level for faults which escaped detec-
tion from a long, random instruction sequence. We trans-
late these tests to instruction sequences using our technique.
We use Cadence SMV’s bounded model checker (SMV-
BMC) [17] utility for our technique.

In summary, our technique automates the functional
propagation of module test responses. It does so by intro-
ducing a mechanism that allows us to express Boolean dif-
ference succinctly as an LTL formula. We thereby fully au-
tomate the process of mapping module level test sequences
to instruction sequences using existing tools and techniques.
This is a feature that is not present in any state-of-the art
tools. This technique works at the source code level, which
ensures portability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide
the necessary background in Section 2. Section 3 provides
the details of our technique. The experimental results are
shown in Section 4. The conclusions that can be drawn from
the results and area for future work are outlined in Section 5.

2 Background

2.1 Boolean difference

Boolean difference is an accepted method [13] of repre-
senting fault propagation in a circuit. Boolean difference of
any function F with respect to its variable xi is given by,
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F (x1, · · · , xi−1, 1, xi+1, · · · , xn)
⊕

F (x1, · · · , xi−1, 0, xi+1, · · · , xn)

The Boolean difference of F with respect to xi will be true
if F depends on xi. Therefore, Boolean difference can be
used to find the dependence of a circuit’s output function on
any of the circuit’s internal signals.

2.2 Bounded model checkers

When a model and a property are given to a model
checker, it will give a yes/no answer that tells us if the prop-
erty holds on the given model or not. If the property does
not hold, an error trace, or a counterexample is produced.
Bounded model checkers prove the correctness of proper-
ties of a model within a given bound. We use SMV-BMC,
which accepts properties written in LTL.

2.3 Functional test generation using a bounded
model checker

In [12], we presented a method to map module level test
sequences to instructions. The controllability part of the
technique involves mapping the test sequences at the input
of the module to instruction sequences. This was fully au-
tomated.

The observability part of the technique generates an in-
struction sequence to propagate the module test response
to a primary output. This involves writing an observabil-
ity property, the counterexample to which will contain the
desired instruction sequence. An observability property
should state that
“If the module output changes and no other signal in the
model changes, there will be a change in at least one of the
primary outputs.”
Since we cannot reason about all the signals in the model,
we obtain the observability property through iterative re-
finement. We start with a simple property which reasons
only about the module output and the primary outputs. We
iteratively find the signals that can affect the propagation
path of module output through the counterexamples gen-
erated by the bounded model checker. We then refine the
property to make those signals have non-controlling values
in the observability property.

In this paper we present a technique that avoids the need
for such iterative refinement. We express the observabil-
ity property using Boolean difference, thereby avoiding the
manually intensive iterative refinement process. This tech-
nique can also be used as a stand-alone technique for auto-
matic observability. We provide the details of the technique
in the following.

3 Technique

Our technique for functional test generation involves
obtaining controllability and observability properties and
passing them to a bounded model checker. We use Boolean
difference to express the observability property.

3.1 Observability using Boolean difference

A module output mo is propagated to a primary out-
put Po iff the Boolean difference of Po with respect to mo

is true. Hence, the constraints necessary for propagation
would be the constraints that make this Boolean difference
true. If we negate this Boolean difference equation and
pass it to SMV-BMC as an LTL formula, along with the
design under test, the counterexample produced by SMV-
BMC will contain the necessary constraints for propagation.

Boolean difference cannot be expressed succinctly in
LTL. When the change in a function with respect to some in-
put variable is expressed in LTL, the resulting formula needs
an explicit substitution of the variable in question. If the
number of input variables (in our case, the signals of a cir-
cuit) is large, the resulting LTL formula will be intractable.
This will result in a space/time blowup of the (bounded)
model checker.

In order to overcome this problem, and to express
Boolean difference succinctly in LTL, we propose an RT-
Level abstraction that abstracts, or hides the details that are
unnecessary to the LTL formula, thereby making it smaller
and more compact. We call this abstraction observation ab-
straction. We outline the algorithm to construct observation
abstractions below.

3.2 Algorithm

Let M be a Verilog design with k modules m, such that
M = ‖k

i=1m where ‖ is the parallel composition operator.
Let OP be the set of all output signals of M . Let AS be the
set of all the statements in M . Consider a module mi. Let
t be a single-bit output signal of mi, whose (test) value we
want to propagate to (at least one of) the outputs. We call
this the signal under test.

All the signals that appear on the left hand side of an
assignment statement are said to be defined and the ones
that appear on the right hand side are said to be used. For a
statement s, let U(s) denote all the signals that are used in
s and D(s) denote all the signals that are being defined in
s.

Definition 1 Affectation

A set of statements S is said to be affected by the values
of a signal x at a given point if x defines a subset of signals
used in S.
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Definition 2 Observability

A signal x is said to be observable if a change in the
value of the signal causes a change in the value of at least
one of the outputs.

Definition 3 Observation Abstraction

An observation abstraction w.r.t 〈t, v〉 where t is the sig-
nal under test and v is a variable, is the transitive closure
of all statements that are affected by t, when t is assigned a
value v.

We denote this observation abstraction by At=v .
The observation abstraction is meant to provide a means

to express the Boolean difference observability property in
LTL. The LTL property is now written with the help of this
artifact. An algorithm for our technique is given in Fig-
ure 1. The observation abstraction is computed with respect
to the two values that t can assume, namely 0 and 1. The
corresponding observation abstractions, At=0 and At=1 are
created such that any statement that is executed when the
value of t is 0 is retained in At=0 and any statement that is
executed when the value of t is 1 is retained in At=1. This
process is done iteratively over all the statements, until a fix-
point is reached. The fixpoint in this case is set of all reach-
able output signals. This is denoted by ReachedOutputs.
When no new output signals are reached in the most recent
iteration, the fixpoint is assumed to have been reached.

Now, the two observation abstractions, At=0 and At=1

contain all and only those statements that are affected by
the values t = 0 and t = 1. We now write the required
LTL property using the observation abstractions. For ev-
ery observable (output) signal ob, ob0 and ob1 are the two
“versions” of the signal in the corresponding observation
abstraction. If ob0 is equal to ob1, it would mean that the
signal ob does not change reflect a change in the value of
signal t, and therefore cannot be used to observe t. This is
expressed as an LTL property Pi = G(ob0 �= ob1). G is
a temporal logic operator that denotes “over all times”, or
simply “always”. All such properties Pi, written for all out-
put signals can then be ORed together to build property P .
The property P can now check if any of the output signals
can be used to observe the signal under test.

An example illustrating the working of the algorithm is
shown in Figure 2.

The argument for the soundness of the algorithm can be
established by a proof by contradiction. For the LTL prop-
erty to fail portraying the signal propagation on observation
abstractions At=0 and At=1, there must be at least one state-
ment that can be
• reached in the original Verilog program,
• cannot be reached in At=0

⋃
At=1

• necessary for propagation of t. Hence, should be af-
fected by t

However, by definition, At=0 contains all the statements
reachable when t = 0 and At=1 contains all the statements
reachable when t = 1. Since these are the only two values
allowed for a single bit Boolean variable t, At=0

⋃
At=1

contains all the statements affected by t. Hence, there
can be no statement that satisfies all the conditions above.
Therefore, it can be shown that the desired LTL property
for propagation can be expressed using observation abstrac-
tions for a signal. A similar argument can be presented for
the reverse direction establishing the completeness of the
observation abstractions.

The algorithm for computing observation abstractions is
linear in the size of the program. Therefore, the scalability
of the technique is not challenged by the size of the program
or the number of observed variables. However, the capac-
ity of the lower level engine (in this case a bounded model
checking engine) is limited, and depending on the number
and size of the variables, there might be a blowup, despite
the reduction in size afforded by these abstractions.

3.3 Constraints extraction

Once P is defined, we obtain observability property O
by negating P . We pass O to SMV-BMC along with the
model At=0

⋃
At=1.

The negation of the property P , or O implies that there
exists no signal in OP , that can be used to observe the signal
under test t. If the property does not hold true, SMV-BMC
will provide a counterexample, indicating that there exists
at least one output signal, that can be used to observe t.
The counterexample to the property O is a witness to the
property P . Hence, the counterexample will contain the
constraints necessary to propagate the signal under test, t.

3.4 Functional test generation

The controllability part for functional test generation is
similar to the one we described in [12]. We transform the
given test sequence at the module inputs to an LTL prop-
erty to obtain the controllability property. The controlla-
bility property forms the antecedent of the final property.
The observability property O forms the consequent of the
final property. We pass the final property to SMV-BMC.
We also add constraints so that external stalls are disabled.
We constrain the input space searched by SMV-BMC to the
processor’s ISA so that counterexample produced by SMV-
BMC is possible through valid instructions. If SMV-BMC
produces a counterexample under these constraints then the
counterexample will contain the instruction sequence nec-
essary to produce the module test sequence at the module
inputs as well as propagate the module output to primary
outputs. SMV-BMC has to be given a bound for it to work.
We provide a bound which is the maximum number of cy-
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1. Compute the observation abstraction with respect to 〈t, 0〉. Let it be At=0 = φ initially. Let ReachedOutputs = φ. Let
PrevReachedOutputs = φ.

2. Repeat
(a) PrevReachedOutputs = ReachedOutputs

(b) For every statement s

i. If s is a statement that is affected by t, and is executed when t = 0,
At=0 = At=0

⋃
s

ii. If (D(s)
⋂

OP �= φ)
ReachedOutputs = ReachedOutputs

⋃
(D(s)

⋂
OP )

until ReachedOutputs = PrevReachedOutputs
3. Compute the observation abstraction with respect to 〈t, 1〉. Let it be At=1. (This computation will be similar to the

computation of At=0)
4. For every (observed) signal ob ∈ OP , let ob ∈ At=0 be called ob0 and ob ∈ At=1 be called ob1. Write an LTL property

Pi = G(ob0 �= ob1). Let P = P0 | P1 . . . | Pn where n is the total number of observed outputs. P is the required LTL
property.

Figure 1. Algorithm for our technique using observation abstractions for writing LTL properties.

cles an instruction can be present in the pipeline. If SMV-
BMC does not produce a counterexample, then we term
the sequence to be unmappable. Those sequences are re-
jected. Our results of rejected test sequences is valid within
the bound.

4 Experimental results

Our tool to generate observation abstraction was writ-
ten in C++ over a C based Verilog parser. We then per-
formed our experiments on the OR1200 processor [16]. The
OR1200 is a publicly available 32-bit scalar RISC processor
design, with a Harvard microarchitecture and a 5 stage in-
teger pipeline. The source code in Verilog RTL of OR1200
is available from [18]. The specification manual can also be
found at [18].

The primary target of our technique are the hard-to-
detect faults. In order to simulate such faults we did the
following. We generated a pseudo-random instruction se-
quence containing 36750 instructions for the OR1200 CPU
core. We generated these instructions by randomly varying
the data operands for the various instructions of OR1200.
We fault-graded OR1200 CPU core for all possible stuck-at
faults for the random instruction sequence using a commer-
cially available tool. The fault coverage saturated around
68%. The list of faults that were left undetected formed the
base list. We applied our technique on this base list. This
base list represents the hard-to-detect faults of OR1200.

Table 1 provides an overview of the results that were ob-
tained from the experiments. We will now explain the var-
ious experiments that were performed and the results that
were obtained.

Overview of results

No. of instructions in OR1200 ISA 92
No. of combinational library primitives 19621
in the synthesized design
No. of sequential library primitives 1628
in the synthesized design
Total no. of uncollapsed faults 82098
Fault coverage of the random instruction sequence 68%
No. of faults in base list 26423
No. of additional faults detected 11296
Overall fault coverage 82%

Table 1. An overview of the results obtained

4.1 Fully automated functional test generation

We sorted the base list (obtained above) based on mod-
ules. We generated a module level test sequence, using a
commercially available ATPG tool, for each fault individu-
ally. We then used our technique for functional test gener-
ation (explained in Section 3.4) to map these module level
test sequences to instruction sequences. Table 2 shows the
results that were obtained for this experiment.

The first column in Table 2 gives the name of each mod-
ule1. The second column gives the number of faults of each
module present in the base list. The number of faults for
which a good sequence was generated by the commercial
ATPG tool is given in the third column. A sequence is good

1The names of the modules have been shortened. The actual names of
the modules can be obtained from the source code.
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   else
      y <= u | v;
end
always @(clk)

endmodule

always @(clk) begin
   z <= t | w;
   if (t) 
      y <= u & v;

module example(clk,t,w,x,y,z,op);
input clk,t,u,v,w,x,y,z;
output ob;

    ob <= y & z;

(a) Sample verilog model. Here t (output
of some other module) is the signal that
has to be propagated to an output of the
current module. ob is the only output sig-
nal.

t=0
A

always @(clk)

module example(clk,t,w,x,y,z,op);
input clk,t,u,v,w,x,y,z;

always @(clk) begin

end

   z <= w;
    y <= u | v;

output ob;

endmodule
    ob <= y & z;ob

0

(b) Observation abstraction with respect to
〈t, 0〉. ob0 is the version of ob in At=0.

A
t=1

ob
1

module example(clk,t,w,x,y,z,op);

always @(clk) begin
   z <= 1;

input clk,t,u,v,w,x,y,z;

   y <= u & v;
end
always @(clk)

output ob;

endmodule
    ob <= y & z;

(c) Observation abstraction with respect to
〈t, 1〉. ob1 is the version of ob in At=1.

Figure 2. An example illustrating the algorithm The property P for this example is G(ob1 �= ob0).

Module Module Total Mapped Rejected Timed Mapping Average Average
faults test test test out efficiency abstraction mapping

sequences sequences sequences sequences E(%) time(s) time(s)
ctrl 1981 1764 159 1434 171 90.3 1.0 24.4
if 1764 1420 64 1335 21 98.5 1.5 34.5
lsu 1332 1245 291 91 861 30.8 1.1 28.1
wbmux 894 857 637 97 123 85.6 1.5 47.3
alu 2315 2311 38 901 1372 40.6 1.3 9.1
except 4138 474 41 261 172 63.7 0.9 18.4
genpc 2612 2352 1089 1239 24 98.9 0.3 12.9
rf 5148 1801 5 1668 128 92.8 1.3 28.0
sprs 4910 4851 229 2482 2140 55.8 0.7 17.5
freeze 73 27 1 24 2 92.5 1.1 23.0
operandmuxes 362 217 36 176 5 97.6 1.1 26.7

Table 2. Result for instruction mapping of module level test sequences

iff it provides both the following.

• The required values needed at the module inputs for
controllability, and

• The module output signal through which the fault can
be propagated further.

We note from the results that for some of the modules (‘rf’,
‘freeze’ and ‘except’), the ATPG tool did not produce a
good sequence for a majority of the faults.

We used SMV-BMC tool for mapping the good se-
quences to instruction sequences. We used a bound of 7
for these experiments. This number represents the maxi-
mum number of clock cycles up to which an instruction can
affect the pipeline of OR1200. The fourth column of Ta-
ble 2 gives the number of sequences that were successfully

mapped to instructions. The fifth column gives the number
of sequences that were rejected since they were not map-
pable within this bound, i.e., no counterexample was found
within the bound of 7. The SMV-BMC tool is liable have
a state space explosion for some cases. Hence, we placed
a time-out, of 90 seconds, to limit the amount of effort that
was spent on mapping a good sequence. The sixth column
shows the number of sequences for which the SMV-BMC
tool timed-out. If the experiment had been performed with
out a time-out, some more of the sequences could have pro-
duced a result. We calculate the mapping efficiency (E) as
follows

E =
M + R

T
∗ 100

where,
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M – No. of mapped sequences
R – No. of rejected sequences
T – Total no. of sequences
We note from the table that the efficiency is above 90% for
most of the modules. However, the overall mapping effi-
ciency is 71%. This is because the efficiency falls below
50% for ‘alu’ and ‘lsu’ modules. As shown in the exper-
iments of Section 4.3, the time-outs which contribute to-
wards the lowering of efficiency happen due the observabil-
ity phase of the technique. The average time taken for pro-
ducing the abstraction and for the mapping process is shown
in the last two columns. The average time taken for the ab-
straction process is for all the good sequences. As can be
seen from the table the abstractions were generally gener-
ated in one second. The average time taken for mapping
process was calculated only for those sequences for which
the SMV-BMC produced a result (i.e. SMV-BMC did not
time-out).

4.2 Controllability check

We did an experiment to perform a controllability check
that helps interpret the results obtained in Table 2 better.
We used the same good sequences from the experiment ex-
plained above and performed only the controllability check,
i.e. we did not give the observability property to SMV-
BMC. We used the same bound and time-out limits as the
experiment in Section 4.1. Table 3 shows the results that
were obtained for this experiment. The total number of se-
quences for each module is shown in second column. The
third column shows the number of test sequences for each
module that were found to be controllable functionally. The
fourth column shows the number of test sequences that were
found to be uncontrollable using instructions, i.e., no coun-
terexample was found within the given bound. SMV-BMC
produced a result for all the good sequences i.e., there were
no time-outs.

4.3 Observability check

Since there were no time-outs in the controllability check
of Section 4.2, the observability factor must be the one
that increases the complexity of the state-space search and
causes SMV-BMC to produce no result for some sequences
in the experiments of Section 4.1. We performed an observ-
ability check on good test sequences to provide insight into
those cases. For this experiment we passed only the observ-
ability property to the SMV-BMC tool. We used the same
bound (of 7) and time-out (of 90 seconds) as the previous
experiments. The results obtained are shown in Table 4.

We started with the same good sequences. We made a
list of module output signals that the good sequences re-
quired to be propagated. As mentioned in Section 4.1,

Module Total Controllable Rejected
test test test

sequences sequences sequences
ctrl 1764 1036 728
if 1420 1174 246
lsu 1245 1154 91
wbmux 857 825 32
alu 2311 1410 901
except 474 221 253
genpc 2352 1145 1207
rf 1801 1061 740
freeze 27 3 24
operandmuxes 217 170 47
sprs 4851 2438 2413

Table 3. Result for controllability check

Module Total No. of Projected Time-out
no. of time-outs time-outs ratio
signals

ctrl 130 38 392 10.3
if 69 23 472 20.5
lsu 61 32 996 31.1
wbmux 65 33 196 5.9
alu 35 3 1493 497.7
except 87 45 268 5.9
genpc 34 1 56 56.0
rf 96 70 1293 18.5
freeze 4 2 7 3.5
opmux 85 21 21 1.0
sprs 163 63 2904 46.1

Table 4. Result for time-out experiment on ob-
servability phase

each of these sequences specified a module output signal
through which the effect of the fault can be further prop-
agated. Many patterns identified same output signals for
propagation. We performed the experiment once for each
module output signals that was identified. The number of
different module output signals that were identified by good
sequences for each module is given in the second column
of Table 4. The third column gives the number of signals
for which the experiment did not produce a result. The
fourth column gives the number of patterns that used a sig-
nal whose observability check timed-out during propaga-
tion, and this represents the number of time-outs that can
potentially occur while performing the functional test gen-
eration of Section 4.1. We note that the numbers in this
column are higher than the numbers in the time-out column
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of Table 2. This is due to either of the following.

• While performing instruction mapping for a pattern,
satisfaction of controllability property probably places
a higher constraint on the state space that needs to be
searched. This presents a reduced state-space to search
while proving (or disproving) observability property.

• Some patterns whose propagation requirement timed-
out in Table 4 were rejected (in the experiments of Sec-
tion 4.1) because they were either functionally uncon-
trollable or their propagation requirement contradicted
the controllability requirement.

The final column of Table 4 gives the time-out ratio. The
time-out ratio is the ratio of numbers in the fourth column
to the numbers in the third column. We can note from this
column that modules (like ‘alu’, ‘sprs’ and ‘lsu’) whose
mapping efficiency were found to be low in Table 2, have a
rather large time-out ratio. This implies that module level
test sequences for these modules require the same output
signal (whose observability check timed-out) to be propa-
gated a higher number of times than other modules. This
leads to a lowering of efficiency. A method for increas-
ing the efficiency will be to force the ATPG tool to iden-
tify some other output signal (which did not time-out) for
propagation while generating the tests at the module level.
Since we did not have enough control over the ATPG tool,
we could not try this successfully.

One result of the observability check not shown in the
Table 4 is that except for the ‘ctrl’ module, in every other
module there were no module output signals that failed the
observability requirement. This is expected, since in a pro-
cessor, signals that cannot be propagated under ISA con-
straints mostly represent a redundant part of the design. In
fact, the signals of the ‘ctrl’ which could not be propagated
were found to be redundant.

4.4 Fault coverage

We derived test sequences at the OR1200 inputs from the
counterexamples that were generated by SMV-BMC. For
each module, we concatenated these sequences and fault
graded OR1200 for the concatenated sequence. The results
for this experiment are shown in Table 5.

The second column in the table shows the number of
faults from the base list (i.e., the faults undetected by the
random instruction sequence) that were detected by the con-
catenated test sequence derived for each module. There was
an overlap in the additional faults detected by each module.
Overall, 11296 faults from base list were detected. This
represented a 14% increase in fault coverage. Hence, the
overall fault coverage was 82%. It has to be noted here that
this number is for the total fault coverage. We did not elim-
inate the functionally untestable faults. [9] observed that a

Module Additional
faults

detected
ctrl 9011
if 2252
lsu 4642
wbmux 9280
alu 3454
except 4120
genpc 7147
rf 4501
freeze 1798
opmux 6008
sprs 7904

Table 5. Fault coverage results

74% total fault coverage of a block (a combinational block
since that method requires design under test to be combina-
tional) represents a 90% coverage of functionally testable
faults. Therefore, we speculate that 82% overall fault cov-
erage represents a coverage of above 90% of functionally
testable faults. This result is also encouraging because [19]
shows that a 80% coverage with functional tests identifies
more defective chips that structural tests with far higher
coverage.

5 Discussions and Conclusion

We have developed a new technique that fully automates
the process of functional test generation targeting specific
faults. We achieved it by formulating a new technique for
propagating values on module outputs to primary outputs
using the ISA. This technique is based on an abstraction at
the RT-level. We have described the algorithm for abstrac-
tion and have also shown the effectiveness of our technique
on an off-the-shelf processor.

A major contribution of the technique is the observation
abstraction. This abstraction mechanism allows us to repre-
sent Boolean difference succinctly in LTL. We can substi-
tute SMV’s BMC engine in our technique with any verifi-
cation engine which takes an RT-level input. This allows us
to use tools which use word-level reasoning in the future.

We have made our new technique easy to us by building
on existing tools and techniques to implement it. Our ap-
proach can also be easily included in the existing design/test
flow. Minimal expertise is required for using this technique
since it has been fully automated.

This technique is not constrained to any specific fault
model. We have used the stuck-at fault model in the exper-
iments only for the purpose of illustration. We could have
used any fault model as long as a tool was available to gen-
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erate test sequences at the module boundaries for that fault
model. This is very useful because delay fault coverage is
becoming very important with shrinking process features.

The mapping process of the technique is removed from
the ATPG that produces the sequence for testing a fault at
module level. This is a drawback since there might be more
than one sequence that can detect a fault. Overcoming this
problem by using a feedback to the ATPG engine producing
the module level test sequence is part of our future work.
However, the technique in its current form is still highly
efficient. It fully automates the process of mapping module
level test sequences to instruction sequences, a feat that is
not achieved by any current state-of-the art tools.

A further useful application for our technique will be in
post-silicon debug. We can use our technique to propagate
any signal to the output. Designers can use this technique
to propagate the errant internal signals to observable points
in the postsilicon phase.
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